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Weelchair all the way !

Weelchair for sports and leisure activities

TraceS
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Made

in France
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Une marque de :



Options

Several wheel models available.

Frame available in several colors.

And further
options...

3 handlebar
models

Wheels and spokes
available in several colors.

V RSB RN

Epoxy paint

VRBLVRINC VR

Varnish tinted paint
Attack

Tensio

Spinergy

Alu, Titane, Surge, Ovale, B-Braver T-Serv model

Twin Star

Carbon shell

Technical characteristics

Upper position

Lower position

The handles can be used by the 
accompanying person, for example 
when going up or down steps.

Variable seating angle from 0˚to 20˚

Multi-purpose, ergonomic and comfortable
TraceS

Provides real comfort 
thanks to

the firm shell support.

Narrow position (1.5°) Wide position (7°)

Quick release
system
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Custom shell :
Height• 
Depth• 
Seat width• 3D filling

5 backrest height possible
From 30 to 50 cm.

30 cm 35 cm 40 cm 50 cm

Backrest
adjustment

Handles

Ratchet buckles

Support strap

Easily and quickly adjustable 
without tools, while sitting in 
the wheelchair. Enables the 
ideal position to be found, 

indoors or outdoors.

Several
pushrim models.

1 Frame

2 Seating

3 Rear wheel with handrim

4 Footrest

5 Front wheel

6 Fork

7 Shock absorber

8 Holding brake

TraceS trail type  wheelchairs provide an alternative solution for problems of 
accessibility affecting persons with reduced mobility in town and country situations alike. They 
are very stable, easy to handle, modular, and suspended, to adapt to all your routes.

A Seating width 9 sizes : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42/44 et 46 cm

B Overall width Seating width + 20 cm
(Some variations are possible depending on  wheel type)

C Front seating height Between 52 and 57 cm

D Seating depth 40 to 50 cm

E Lower leg length 36 to 46 cm

F Overall length 82 to 89 cm
(Varies depending on the front and rear wheel  diameters)

Rear seating angle Adjustable from 0° to 20°

Backrest angle Variable over 20°

Backrest height Made to measure : from  25 cm (sports shell) to 50 cm
(Distance between rear of seating and top of backrest)

Weight Between 11.5 kg and 13 kg
(Varies depending on  chassis size and wheel  models)

Maximum user weight 90 kg

For kids

The backrest angle
can be increased

or decreased to suit 
your requirements, 

using ratchet buckles.

Frame adjustments

Rear wheel camber

Two possible positions :

Narrow position (1.5°) : for everyday use, �
 indoors to reduce width, or outdoors
 in the absence of major obstacles.

Wide position (7°) : used for outings �
 or in sports contexts, it enhances lateral stability
 and reduces the risk of backward tipping. NEW


